

























Abel maps for reducible curves 
Eduardo Esteves 3 
2-torsionを持つある種の一般型極小代数曲面について
村上雅亮 12 
Plane models of smooth projective curves 
Changho Keem 19 
On a new class of rational cuspidal plane curves 
戸野恵太 31 
Dual varieties, ramification、andBetti numbers of projective varieties 
Fyodor Zak 40 
Canonical local heights and multiplication formulas for the Jacobian of curves of genus 2 
内田幸寛 55 
Relations in tautological ring of M 9,1 
佐藤文敏 63 
高次Chow群とその応用
Thomas Geisser 69 




Calabi-Yau 3-folds from fiber products of quasi-elliptic surfaces 
粛藤夏雄 95 
Some topics on elliptic K3 surfaces - Profile of some beautiful K3’s-
塩田徹治 105 
Fundamental Groups and Diophantine Geometry 



















24日（火） 25日（水） 26日（木） 27日（金）
9:30-10:30 Esteves 内田 Geisser Kim 





Eduardo Esteves (IMPA) Abel maps for reducible curves 
村上建亮｛薮大理） On surfaces with ciェ 2χ－1 having 2-torsion 
Changho Keem (Seoul National Univ.) Curves without plane model of small degree 
戸野恵太（埼玉大理） On a new cl制日 ofrational cuspidal plane curv側
Fyodor Zak (Indep. Univ.。fMoscow) Dual varieties, ramification, and Betti numb即日











Minkyong Kim (Purdue) 
Spencer Bloch (Chicago) 
種数2の曲線のJacobi多様体の標準的高さと
乗法公式
Relations in t川 tologicalring of M 9,1 





of quasi-elliptic surfaces 
So題etopics on elliptic K3 surfaces 
Fundamental Groups and Diophantine Geometry 
Geometry of motives associated to Graph日
